PHP SIX WEEKS.
PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor is the general-purpose programming language for the server side
scripting language for the web development. In addition, the codes have the capability of deploying
on the most web servers, operating systems and platforms for GUI applications. The three things that
make it popular are that it is easy: easy to use, easy to learn, easy to implement. Even it is free and
runs on almost any web server. It is both a scripting language and a collection of tools to perform
various functions in an HTTP and web. It can create dynamic and static web sites. However to be a
dynamic developer there are plenty of institutes dealing with this course. The courses on PHP,
enables the learner to be a creative and innovative designer over HTTP. Indeed to mention regarding
the trainers, the institute should have dynamic and professionals expertise to provide the entire
concept in a delicate and in a lucid manner. Among various training classes, DUCAT is one those,
having handy experience trainers to deliver the best concept to the students. The team of
professionals over this institute has wide spectrum to make the dreams alive of the web developer.
Therefore, run to the nearest centre and enroll yourself in the live training sessions.

WHAT YOU WILL BE ABLE TO ACHIEVE DURING THIS COURSE


Programming with PHP



PHP language building blocks



Writing PHP scripts



Writing Web Pages with PHP



Interacting with the server



Manipulation user input



Applying Advanced Scripting Techniques



Exploiting he built-in functionality of PHP



Structuring PHP Code



Building Complete Web Applications



Managing errors



Handling problematic situations



Establishing database connectivity



String Manipulation and Regular Expression



Basic Syntax and programming with PHP:



PHP with Web Design



Introducing ARRAY



Interacting with the file system and the Server



String Manipulation and Regular Expression



Reusing Code and Writing Functions



Object Oriented PHP



Session and Cookie



MySQLDatabase and SQL



Advance PHP Techniques



JavaScript & CSS
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